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Modi announces lucky draw schemes for digital payments
Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced lucky draw schemes for people who use digital payment methods
including e-banking, mobile banking and e-wallets.

Government looks to educate 1 crore rural citizens on e-payments
The government expects to make digitally literate as many as 1 crore people in rural India in a few days through
the newly-launched Digi Dhan Abhiyan or digital financial literacy programme, launched on December 9.
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OVERSEAS INVESTMENTS
Mauritius top source of FDI in India
Mauritius accounted for 20.8 per cent of FDI in India followed by the US, the UK, Singapore and Japan up
till March 2016, the Reserve Bank said while releasing the Census on Foreign Liabilities and Assets of Indian
Direct Investment Companies for 2015-16.

Gujarat expects $25bn-$37bn investment
“India is eyeing an estimated $250 billion investment in aerospace and defence sector. With this policy, we expect to attract at least 10-15% ($25-37 billion) investment in Gujarat,” J N Singh, chief secretary, Gujarat government, said while announcing the aerospace and defence policy.
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Immense opportunities lie in India for US businesses: Navtej Sarna
US businesses can tap the immense opportunities that lie in India’s railways, infrastructure, manufacturing
and innovation ecosystems amid a “remarkable shift” in the bilateral ties, India’s envoy here has said.
More in this section
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Nabard plans to provide RuPay cards to over 34 million farmers
With the government pushing for digital payments ecosystem even in rural areas and agriculture sector,
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (Nabard) has planned to provide RuPay cards to
over 34 million farmers in villages across India.
More in this section
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NEWS ROUND-UP
India test-fires n-capable Agni-V missile off Odisha coast
India successfully test-fired its indigenously developed intercontinental surface-to-surface nuclear-capable ballistic missile Agni-V from the Abdul Kalam Island off the Odisha coast in Balasore district.
More in this section
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Modi announces lucky draw schemes for
digital payments
Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced lucky draw schemes for people who use digital payment methods including ebanking, mobile banking and e-wallets.
In his monthly radio address to the nation ‘Mann Ki
Baat’, Modi on the occasion of Christmas said 15,000
people who use digital payment modes will be given a
reward of Rs 1,000 each by a lucky draw under ‘Lucky
Grahak Yojana’. This amount will be transferred to
their accounts.
“This scheme will last for 100 days (from Sunday).
As such lakhs of people will get crores of rupees,” Modi
said.
The Prime Minister said there will be one big draw
every week with winning price in lakhs.
“On the occasion of Ambedkar Jayanti -- April 14,
2017 -- we will be conducting a bumper draw in which
the winning price will be in crores.”
To promote cashless business among the traders
across the country, Modi also announced ‘Digi Dhan
Vyapar Yojana’ which will only be for traders.
Modi also announced tax rebate for the traders doing cashless business.
“To encourage cashless business in the country, the government has taken a major decision. All businessmen adopting
digital transactions will get rebate in income tax,” Modi announced in the 27th edition of ‘Mann Ki Baat’.
The Prime Minister appealed the traders to join the schemes and also encourage people to adopt cashless transactions.
“This scheme is to benefit all sections especially poor and lower middle income groups. Hence, only transactions between
Rs 50 and Rs 3,000 will be rewarded,” Modi said.
Modi said that even poorest of the poor through USSD (unstructured supplementary service data ) can use ordinary feature phone for digital transactions and become eligible for reward scheme. In rural areas people can use AEPS (Aadhaar Enabled Payment System) for digital payments.
Modi added that people would be able to take benefit of these schemes only if they use mobile banking, e-banking, RuPay
cards, USSD, Unified Payment Interface (UPI) or other digital payment modes.
He said that there has been tremendous increase in awareness about digital transactions, cashless business.
“In the last few days, cashless business has seen 200 to 300 per cent rise. I am sure people will enthusiastically participate in these schemes,” Modi said.
Modi also lauded the efforts of all the states and Union Territories for promoting the campaign of cashless trading and digital transactions. “I was told that Assam government has decided to give 10 per cent rebate on property tax and ‘vyapar
lisence fee’ if paid through digital transactions. I congratulate Assam government for such initiatives,” PM said.
Modi said that out of 30 crore RuPay cards, 20 crores cards belong to poor families.
“These 30 crore people can join this reward scheme right away. We should be at the forefront of using digital means to
make payments and transactions,” he added.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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Government looks to educate 1 crore rural
citizens on e-payments
The government expects to make digitally literate as many as 1 crore people in rural India in a few days through the
newly-launched Digi Dhan Abhiyan or digital financial literacy programme, launched on December 9.
“We aim to create 1 crore people digitally literate
on e-payments, and in a matter of 3-4 days, the
government can touch this figure in rural India,”
Ravi Shankar Prasad, minister for electronic and IT
as well as law and justice, said at the launch of The
Economic Times CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) Compendium. Corporates featured in the
book include Reliance, Unilever, Aditya Birla Group,
Bajaj group and Fortis.
The government has also launched a website DigitalJagrati.in—to track real-time statistics on the
digital financial literacy scheme. Government data
revealed that 48 lakh citizens were registered with
47 lakh Aadhaar enabled payment system (AEPS) in addition to 1.35 lakh small merchants who were trained through
2,100 sensitisation drives primarily at the village level.
On the back of demonetisation of old Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 notes on November 8, Prime Minister Narendra Modi-led
NDA government is promoting cashless economy in a big way, and the initiative has garnered massive support from people in rural India. Stressing upon the need to align CSR goals with the ambitious ‘Digital India’ programme, Prasad said
social activities by private sector companies could provide a helping hand to startups.
“Government has a limitation but the private sector can come along to promote innovation. Startups coming up with
extraordinary products should be encouraged by CSR initiative,” he said.
Prasad added that such CSR funds by companies should also be used for cleaning at least 10 villages alongside river
Ganga to imbibe the changing culture. The minister, however, said the government was not satisfied with the private sector’s efforts towards building toilets, as part of the Swachh Bharat initiative.
As per Swachhta Status Report 2016 released by the National Sample Survey, less than 1% private firms contributed
in toilets construction in schools under the cleanliness mission. Swachch Bharat has been a major government initiative
since it came it power over two years back.
Prasad said the present government has come to transform India, and programmes such as Digital India, Make in
India, Skill India and Smart City, are transformative in nature.
Source: The Economic Times
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India doing well on economic front: Modi
Prime Minister Narendra Modi said India is doing well on the economic front, which is evident from different global reports.
He said different indicators showed an increase in India’s global rankings. “The Doing Business report of the World
Bank has increased India’s ranking....”
In his monthly ‘Mann Ki Baat’ radio address to the
nation, the Prime Minister said Indian farmers, despite the difficult situation, have broken last year’s
record in sowing different crops.
“Whether it is the farmers or the labourer, the
hardwork of the youth is bearing fruits,” Modi said.
According to United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development’s World Investment Report,
India is in third place in Top Prospective Host
Economies.
In the Global Competitiveness Report of World
Economic Forum, India has jumped to the 32nd
rank,” Modi said.
“We are trying to make business practices in
India the best practices in the world, and succeeding as well.”
Modi said in the Global Innovation Index 2016, India has gone up by 16 points while in World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index 2016, we have gone up 19 ranks.
“There are many reports that indicate that India is moving ahead swiftly,” the Prime Minister said.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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Mauritius top source of FDI in India
Mauritius accounted for 20.8 per cent of FDI in India followed by the US, the UK, Singapore and Japan up till March 2016,
the Reserve Bank said while releasing the Census on Foreign Liabilities and Assets of Indian Direct Investment Companies
for 2015-16.
The destination for Overseas Direct Investment (ODI) of Indian companies was largely Singapore, Mauritius, the Netherlands and the US.
“Equity participation had a much larger share (93.4
per cent) than debt in total inward FDI, which stood at
Rs 20,140 billion at market value in March 2016 (Rs
19,813.4 billion a year ago).
“Total ODI was placed at Rs 5,79,020 crore at market value (Rs 5,63,700 crore a year ago). Under ODI
too, equity participation had a large share (80.5 per
cent)” the data said.
The ratio of outward to inward direct investment, at
market value, increased marginally from 28.5 per cent
to 28.7 per cent over this period.
Both manufacturing and services sectors attract
foreign equity participation. Total FDI stock at market
value in the manufacturing and services sectors stood at Rs 10,00,630 crore in March 2016 and Rs 8,59,080 crore, respectively.
While manufacturing sector accounted for around half of the total FDI at market prices, ‘information and communication
services’ (20.1 per cent) and ‘financial and insurance activities’ (11.2 per cent) were other major activities attracting FDI.
As per the data, total sales, including exports, of overseas subsidiaries increased by 22.5 per cent to Rs 3,30,110 crore in
2015-16. The total value of their purchase, including imports, increased by 44.7 per cent to Rs 3,15,070 crore in 2015-16.
Their purchase-to-sale ratio was 95.4 per cent.
Many companies did not report sales/purchase because of being at incipient stage or other reasons.
In the 2015-16 round of FLA census, out of the 18,549 reporting companies, 17,008 companies had FDI/ODI in their balance sheet in March 2016. Of these, 649 companies had bi-directional direct investment, 14,383 companies received only
FDI and 1,976 had only ODI.
Source: Press Trust of India
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Gujarat expects $25bn-$37bn investment
“India is eyeing an estimated $250 billion investment in aerospace and defence sector. With this policy, we expect to attract
at least 10-15% ($25-37 billion) investment in Gujarat,” J N Singh, chief secretary, Gujarat government, said while announcing the aerospace and defence policy.
Singh said, “As per the new policy, the country is
eyeing good investment. Around 30% of the deal
amount will have to be invested in India for manufacturing. Gujarat has a good infrastructure for manufacturing sector and hence, we expect 10-15%
investment in the state in the next five years.”
Singh said that Pipavav port and its nearby area is
good for ancillary units to be set up. “A warship is
being constructed at Pipavav. The state is in talks with
Bharat Ports, Reliance Group, Mahindra Group and
Larsen and Toubro Group to set up defence manufacturing units in the state,” he said.
Singh said that the machine gun makers Kalashnikov has approached the state government with a
proposal to set up a plant in Gujarat. The company is
in talks and may sign an MoU during the Vibrant Gujarat next month,” he said.
The Kalashnikov Company had in 2014 inquired about the legal formalities and other incentives, including financial, the
state government could provide.
Source: Times News Network
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Oppo plans $216 million industrial park in
Greater Noida
Betting big on the booming Indian smartphone market, Chinese smartphone maker Oppo is planning an industrial park in
Greater Noida which will house a manufacturing unit.
“We already have a production unit in India and the SMT (surface-mount technology) centre is now undergoing the furnishment...it will be finished in February. Also, with regard to the industrial park, we will have the agreement signing press
conference at the end of next month,” Sky Li, vice president of Oppo and managing director of international mobile business
and President of Oppo India.
He said the industrial park is spread over 1,000
acres and entails investment of about 1.5 billion RMB
(Renminbi) yuan or about USD 216 million.
Oppo already has manufacturing operations in
Noida.
Exuding confidence on the company’s positioning in
the Indian market on the strength of products like
Selfie Expert smartphones, Li said Oppo will focus on
user experience for gaining marketshare.
“Unlike many other companies we do not pursue
high volume of shipments or scale of our
enterprise...but we focus on creating strong products
for users...We are creating a trend for the industry and
many are following our footsteps on the selfie functionality. Our positioning (in the market) is correct and precise, and that is giving credit to our market research,” Li said.
India has overtaken the US in 2016 to become the world’s second-largest smartphone market with an installed base of
275 million devices, according to global industry body GSMA.
GSMA has predicted that India -- which is currently also the second-largest mobile market globally -- will have nearly
one billion mobile subscribers by 2020, from 616 million unique users in June 2016.
GSMA forecasts that improving affordability, falling device prices and operator investments in network coverage and
quality would help deliver an additional 330 million unique subscribers in India by 2020, lifting the country’s penetration
rate to 68 per cent of the population (up from 47 per cent in 2015).
Given the ongoing technology shift to mobile broadband services, the number of 3G/4G mobile broadband connections is
forecast to reach more than 670 million by 2020.
Source: Press Trust of India
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Immense opportunities lie in India for US
businesses: Navtej Sarna
US businesses can tap the immense opportunities that lie in India’s railways, infrastructure, manufacturing and innovation ecosystems amid a “remarkable shift” in the bilateral ties, India’s envoy here has said.
“In my diplomatic journey, I have been fortunate to witness the remarkable shift in the USIndia bilateral relationship. There is a clear signal
that our ties are only going to get stronger,”
India’s new Ambassador to the US Navtej Sarna
said while interacting with members of US-India
Business Council (USIBC) yesterday.
India is committed to working in a federal,
democratic and cooperative framework, and making sure that businesses can make use of the immense opportunities that lie as India’s railways,
infrastructure, manufacturing and innovation ecosystems present ripe opportunities for investment, he said.
“In the past few years, we have also seen a rise
in Indian industries increasing their investment in
the US, creating jobs and generating incomes. I
look forward to working with the US-India Business Council and its members to grow this relationship,” Sarna said.
USIBC President Mukesh Aghi, said, “We have seen a dramatic shift in our trade ties over the last few years -- in part
due to the consistent dialogues at the highest levels between our countries”.
For the US-India strategic and commercial partnership to deepen further, it is important that these dialogues continue
with the new administration of the US with the same intensity and purpose, he said.
“I cannot think of a more ideal ambassador to elevate US-India relations to newer heights. Trade between the two
countries is poised to grow from $00 billion to $500 billion in the next few years and we are excited to work with him in
achieving this vision,” Aghi said.
Robert Blake, Senior Director at McLarty Associates, expressed confidence that Sarna’s deep diplomatic experience
will be invaluable in deepening the strong US-India partnership.
“The US business community looks forward to working together with Ambassador Sarna to realise the full US-India
economic potential,” he said.
“In the context of the growing ties between the US and India, Gilead’s partnership with the Indian pharmaceutical
manufacturing industry has become an integral component of our efforts to expand access to treatment for HIV and
viral Hepatitis in developing countries.
“As we enter the second decade of this collaboration, we look forward to the continued strengthening of these relationships,” said Claudio Lilienfeld, director Government Affairs at Gilead Sciences.
Source: Press Trust of India
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India’s exports up 2.2% in November, gold
imports rise 23%
India’s merchandise exports grew for the third consecutive month in November with 20 of the 30 export sectors registering a growth in outward shipments, but higher imports due to spike in gold purchases led to sharp increase in trade
deficit.
In November, exports added $20 billion compared with $19.5 billion a year ago, an increase of
2.9%, data released by the government showed.
The overall exports in April-November also
turned positive showing a growth of 0.1% during
the period.
November exports were down from $23.5 billion recorded in October, indicating that demonetisation may have hit shipments. Imports
increased at a sharper 10.4% at $33 billion compared with $29.8 billion in the year ago period,
leaving a trade deficit of $13 billion. Trade gap in
November 2015 was $10.3 billion. “Overall, the
trade balance has improved,” said commerce and
industry ministry in a release.
“The sentiment still remains low in the global market and factors like US Fed rate hike and demonetisation have also
in some way added to the woes of the exporters, which may be seen in the figures of coming months,” said SC Ralhan,
president of the Federation of Indian Export Organisations.
The impact of demonetisation has so far been limited only to the logistics. However, the US Federal Reserve’s 25
basis point rate hike could subdue exports growth vis- -vis other emerging economies even though a stronger dollar
means higher earnings in rupee terms. Oil imports in November grew 5.89% to $6.83 billion while non-oil imports rose
11.7% to $26.18 billion. Firming of global oil prices is expected to augur well for Indian exports.
GOLD, JEWELLERY
Gold imports increased 23% to $4.3 billion from $3.5 billion in November last year. Pearls, precious and semiprecious
stones’ imports rose a sharp 61%.
However, gems and jewellry exports were down 12% in the month. Part of the gold imports could also have been due
to the demonetisation with various reports showing high gold purchases to absorb cancelled currency.
“The sharp rise in gold imports in November 2016 reflected inventory replenishment, festive season and wedding demand as well as some impact of demonetisation. If the recent amendments to the Income Tax Act dispel demand for
holding of gold as well as jewellery, the gold import volumes may decline significantly in the coming months,” said Aditi
Nayar, principal economist at ratings firm ICRA.
Source: The Economic Times
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Nabard plans to provide RuPay cards to
over 34 million farmers
With the government pushing for digital payments ecosystem even in rural areas and agriculture sector, National Bank
for Agriculture and Rural Development (Nabard)
has planned to provide RuPay cards to over 34 million farmers in villages across India. These cards
will be provided through cooperative banks and
farmers’ credit cooperative societies.
Nabard has already asked credit societies and
cooperative banks to open saving accounts directly
or under Jan Dhan. Through RuPay cards, farmers
can buy seeds, fertilisers and other farming equipment. Nabard has already planned to deploy
200,000 point-of-sale (PoS) machines in 100,000
villages, for which it has allotted funds of Rs 120
crore. These PoS machines will be installed by
commercial banks. Nabard will give Rs 6,000 per
equipment incentive to the commercial banks for purchase of PoS machines.
“Our aim is to enable farmers for cashless transactions. Generally, farmers buy seeds, fertilisers and other farming
related things on cash or on credit as technology has not yet fully reached rural areas. By providing RuPay cards, they
will also be able to go cashless soon,” said H R Dave, deputy managing director of Nabard.
Cooperative banks and farmers’ credit cooperative societies will open accounts and issue RuPay cards to the farmers.
Farmers who have bank accounts will also get these cards. According to Nabard, the nodal bank is looking to provide
Rupay card over 34 million farmers across India.
Dave said, “We have spoken to respected states cooperative banks and farmers’ credit cooperative societies and they
will open accounts under Jan Dhan or normal accounts. All new and existing account holder farmers will get RuPay
cards to do cashless transaction as per their requirements.”
To increase digital payment infrastructure in rural areas, the central government through Nabard will extend financial
support to eligible banks for deployment of two PoS devices each in 100,000 villages with population of less than
10,000. These POS machines are intended to be deployed at primary cooperative societies, milk societies and agricultural input dealers to facilitate agri-related transactions through digital means. With this, farmers will have cashless
transaction facilities in their villages for their farming requirements.
However, Nabard has not set any time limit to complete the project but aims to distribute RuPay cards within a year.
Dave said, “Nabard is providing financial assistance of Rs 6,000 per PoS to the commercial banks. We believe that in
the current scenario demand for PoS machines from merchants will grow quickly and we may have to fix 200,000 machines and distribution of RuPay cards in next one year.”
Source: Business Standard
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Odisha to launch malaria elimination
scheme in 8,000 villages
The Odisha government has decided to intensify state sponsored malaria elimination scheme ‘Daman’ in eight remote
districts of the state, an official statement said.
The state government has approved the scheme to be implemented in 8,000 villages of these districts, said a release
from the Health Department, adding the programme is an innovative and integrated approach
for control and prevention of malaria.
These districts include Gajpati, Kalahandi, Kandhamal, Koraput, Malkangiri, Nabrangpur, Nuapada
and Rayagada, which have reported more than 10
Annual Parasite Incidence (API).
In the first phase, more than 80 lakh people
would be benefited following the implementation
of the malaria elimination scheme, the release
said.
The state government would spend about Rs 25
crore early while it has earmarked Rs 120 crore for
five years.
The services to be provided would include diagnosis, treatment, intensive mass awareness, behavioural change communications, haemoglobin test, nutrition test, and
the supply of medicines.
It was also decided that around 44 lakh insecticide-treated long lasting nets (LL) would be provided to the people.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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Govt launches portal for accessing various
services on single platform
With the aim to provide seamless access to government services under various ministries and government entities, a
government services portal (services.india.gov.in/) was launched by the information technology (IT) ministry.
Citizens will now be able to avail different services such as application for PAN card, scholarship,
jobs, digital certificates, voter IDs, passports and
visa, through a single window.
It will also serve as a directory where users can
enter the pin code or state name to get the post office name along with the district corresponding to
that pin code.
As of now, a total of 1,955 services related to
education, health, electricity, water and local services, justice and law, pensions and benefits have
already been listed on the website.
The website which has been designed and developed by the National Informatics Centre (NIC)
was launched by P.P. Chaudhary, minister of state
for law and IT, at ‘Digital India Awards 2016’.
Speaking at the event, law and IT minister Ravi Shankar Prasad, said, “The government is working towards the concept of digital villages. To start with, we would like to enable 100 such villages with virtual world facilities in the field of
infrastructure, education and healthcare.”
Source: Livemint

102 more villages electrified last week
A total of 102 villages in eight states were electrified under the Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojna in the week
ended December 25, the government said.
“Of these electrified villages, 17 are in Assam, 29 in Jharkhand, 30 in Odisha, 10 in Chhattisgarh, five in Manipur, nine
in Bihar and one each in Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan,” said a statement issued here by the Union Power Ministry.
A total of 11,429 villages across the country have been electrified till date, it said.
Of the remaining 7,023 villages, 3,775 are to be electrified through grid, 2,502 through off-grid solutions necessitated
by geographical barriers, 48 by the state governments, while 698 villages are uninhabited, the statement added.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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Wi-Fi launched at 8 more stations,
Mumbai-Goa travel to get faster
Railway minister Suresh Prabhu on Sunday announced a new terminus for long-distance trains at Kalyan, a 130kmph superfast train from Mumbai to Goa and an all-AC Humsafar train with modern amenities from here soon.
Prabhu was speaking at a function to flag off a new train from Bandra Terminus to Gorakhpur. He promised Rs 40,000
crore for city projects to develop and strengthen
the rail network, provide more facilities and ensure
speedy transit. It could include the Bandra-Virar
and CST-Panvel elevated corridors, besides projects under MUTP-III, formulated by Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority , sources
said. Mumbai to Goa travel will so on get faster.
“For those hea ding to Kon kan or Goa, a Kon
kan or Goa, a superfast Tejas train will soon ensure you reach your destination in the fastest possible time,” Union railway Tejas train will soon
ensure you reach your destination in the fastest
possible time,” Union railway minsiter Suresh
Prabhu said on Sunday . Expected early next year,
it will be faster than Jan Shatabdi, which travels at
120kmph, officials said. Tejas will offer services such as entertainment, local cuisine and Wi-Fi. It will have TV screens
on the back of each seat. The Jan Shatabdi ferries passengers to Goa in eight hours and 25 minutes.
The Humsafar train, to be launched in north India, will start from Mumbai, although Prabhu did not disclose the destination. It will have 16 AC III-tier coaches and two power cars. It could run inter-city overnight journeys and has been targeted at middle-class passengers. The train will have CCTV , global positioning system (GPS)-based passenger
information, mobile and laptop charging points, integrated Braille display for the visually impaired, a smoke detection
and suppression system and a high-quality exterior and interior design.
Prabhu was keen on a terminus for Kalyan and redevelopment of Thane station soon. Several outstation trains stop at
Kalyan, so some could be terminated there once the terminus is built, sources said.
Prabhu also launched other facilities and train services for commuters on Sunday .”I am happy that Diva has finally
got 24 fast train halts, it will ensure there is no more congestion, especially during peak hours. Besides, we are converting 12 services of 12-coach rakes to 15-coach rakes on the Western Railway suburban section; 25% more commuters
can be ferried in each service.”
He also launched Wi-Fi services for commuters at Vashi, Belapur, Kurla, Mumbai CST, Byculla, Panvel, Thane and
Borivli stations, platform 7 at Dadar (Western Railway), an FOB at Mankhurd and escalators at Dadar (WR), Bhayander
and Vasai Road.
Source: The Economic Times
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India test-fires n-capable Agni-V missile off
Odisha coast
India successfully test-fired its indigenously developed intercontinental surface-to-surface nuclear-capable ballistic missile Agni-V from the Abdul Kalam Island off the Odisha coast in Balasore district.
This is the fourth and final test of the missile, developed and successfully tested by the Defence Research
and Development Organisation (DRDO) under the Integrated Guided Missile Development Programme, according to defence sources.
It was launched around 11.05 a.m. from a mobile
launcher complex-4 of the Integrated Test Range (ITR),
the sources said.
“We are analysing the test launch after collecting information from radars. The report suggests it is a successful launch,” said an official source.
On January 31, the canisterised version of the missile was successfully test-fired.
Speaking about the Agni-V missile, V.K. Saraswat,
former DRDO chief and Niti Aayog member, said: “Right
from the beginning, the missile was designed for the
canisterised version.”
“Agni-V has all the capability to meet evolving threat and operational requirement of India. Now, we should look for introduction of force multipliers like MIRV (multiple independently targetable re-entry vehicle) in the missile.”
The Agni-V missile, in its operational form is designed to be stored and launched from the canister, enhancing its storage, operational readiness, transportability, response time and shelf life.
MIRV is a missile payload with several warheads, each capable of being aimed at independent targets. This helps in
reducing the efficiency of the anti-ballistic missile capability of the adversary.
The missile employs Ring Laser Gyro-based Inertial Navigation System (RINS) and Micro Navigation System (MINS)
for navigation, which support the missile to reach the target point within a few metres of accuracy.
With the success of the final development test, Agni-V is now ready for induction into the strategic arsenal of India.
On why only four tests for clearing the missile for operations, Saraswat said, “DRDO conducted 30-odd launches before inducting Prithvi missiles. Those were the initial days.”
“Now, we are using proven technology which does not require large number of tests. DRDO today has high level of instrumentation and the processing capability on ground as well as in the missile is high.”
DRDO has been steadily increasing the range of the missiles through redesigning the operational missiles for longer
ranges.
Speaking about Agni-V missile’s capability to launch satellite, Saraswat said, “It is a building block. It can be used to
deliver satellites, below 100 kg weight, into the lower earth orbit (LEO) with addition of a small injecting stage in the
missile. We had made studies at that time.”
A LEO satellite can be launched during the war to gather information on the “theatre battlefields” for specific requirements.
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Agni-V was first tested in 2012 when V.K. Saraswat was the Secretary, DRDO.
The Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) Agni-V has the capability to strike targets anywhere in all of Asia and
parts of Africa and Europe.
The three-stage 17 metres long, 2-metre wide, 50-tonne Agni-V is capable of delivering nuclear warhead of over a
tonne to a distance of more than 5,000 km.
Once the Agni-V is inducted into the Indian military, India would join the super exclusive club of countries with ICBMs
alongside the US, Russia, China, France and Britain.
The first test of Agni-V was conducted on April 19, 2012, while the second test was launched on September 15, 2013.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service

Russian automated control systems to
arrive in Kudankulam from 2018
The automated control systems for two nuclear power plants in Tamil Nadu’s Kudankulam will start arriving to India
from Russia 2018 onwards, the Russian State Nuclear Corporation (Rosatom) said.
Automated control systems are key components needed to ensure the safe operation of the nuclear power plant.
They include a range of special tools for safety and regular operation mode maintenance.
These systems for the 1,000 MW units - 3 and 4
would be manufactured by a Rosatom affiliate -- Automated Control Systems.
According to a statement by the Russian company
an agreement to supply automated control systems
was signed between Rosatom-Automated Control Systems and Atomstroyexport -- the latter responsible for
nuclear power plant construction.
The agreement said that the equipment supply for
Kudankulam units 3 and 4 would begin in 2018 and
2019, respectively. After that the installation and setup
would begin.
“All the software and hardware tools are to be manufactured at Russian factories. That’s the distinguishing
aspect of the contract. The project is a vivid example of localisation of innovative production,” Andrey Butko, CEO of
Russian-Automated Control Systems said.
India’s nuclear power plant operator, Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd (NPCIL) is setting up 1,000 MW units at
Kudankulam in Tirunelvelli district, around 650 km from here.
The company has completed two units and construction activities for the third and fourth units have started.
The general agreement for the construction of Units 3 and 4 was signed with Rosatom, in 2014.
At present, the implementation of the Kudankulam Nuclear Power Project (KNPP) involves the construction of six
power units equipped with VVER-1000 reactors.
The road map for cooperation between Russia and India in the sphere of nuclear power provides for the construction
of a total of 12 power units in different locations in India, including the site of the KNPP.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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Digital economy is honest governance: Ravi
Shankar Prasad
Urging people to switch to digital methods of payment, Union Minister for Electronics and Information Technology Ravi
Shankar Prasad said digital economy is honest governance.
“Digital economy is honest governance,” he said referring to the unaccounted parallel economy that largely flourishes
on cash.
Speaking at an event here to launch ‘DigiDhan Yojana’ to popularise cashless transactions, Prasad said
the government is working towards making digital
transactions using Aadhaar number easier.
“Aadhar is unique to India. Now, we are going to
make payments through Aadhaar still easier,” Prasad
said.
He said that as many as 109 crore people in India
have Aadhaar card, and around 35 crore people use
smartphones.
The Minister explained that one can pay for groceries
and other things by just using a small fingerprint scanning device and a smartphone.
“You don’t need to have a smartphone to purchase
things. The small device would attach to the shopkeeper’s smartphone. You just feed your Aadhaar number and put your
finger on the device and the money would be paid,” he told the audience.
The first lot of 15,000 winners of the Lucky Grahak Yojana was also made public at the event.
The winners, who made digital transactions between November 9 and December 21 using RuPay, UPI, AEPS or USSD
code, would get the prize money credited directly to their bank account.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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